We report on the measurements of strange hadrons (K 
Introduction 1
Enhancement of strange hadrons' yield in high energy nuclear collisions relative to that in branching ratio) [13, 14] . This analysis is based on about 32 Million minimum bias d+Au col- After correcting the raw spectra by the acceptence, reconstruction and vertex finding effi-34 ciencies, which is estimated with embedding method, we get the p T spectra of K 
In Levy function, the soft component at lower p T in the spectra is controlled by the parameter 42 T, and the power law component at higher p T is controlled by the index n. The integrated yield
43
(dN/dy), dominated by the low p T production, can be extracted from the fit. of the Cu+Cu and Au+Au data can be found in [4] . Fig. 2 shows that there is also significant 
Summary

66
In summary, we presented the transverse momentum spectra, strangeness enhancement factor 
